
22C078 Homework 5: Exercises with Linda
due by 5pm, Friday 5 March 2004

Instructions: for this homework, email your solutions (attaching programs) to me,

herman@cs.uiowa.edu

with [22C078] hw5 in the subject line; if you don’t put this in the subject line, my spam-killer
might destroy your email. For your convenience, files

Linda.py

testLinda.py

array.py

can be downloaded from the course web site.

The following problems are standard, beginner-exercises in computer science; the difference is that
you will solve these programs using “tuplespace” and the Linda operations. The testLinda pro-
gram has an example of how to use the Python Linda module to sum values stored in tuples (it is the
last demonstration in the file).

The Python Linda supports In, Rd, Out, Inp, and Rdp operations on tuples. You need to use threads
because blocking operations would otherwise stop the progress of programs you write. In this Linda
implementation, the values in tuples are restricted to be character strings and numbers.

Problem 1 [10 points] Write a program that prints all prime numbers larger than 1 and smaller than
1000. Use ideas from Chapter 5 in the reading (also these will be discussed in class).

Problem 2 [5 points] Write a program that prints the partial sums of an array; the first partial sum S0 is
just the first array element, and partial sum Si for i > 0 is Si−1 + A[i], where A[i is the i-th element
of the array. Your program should use concurrent threads communicating by Linda operations, in
the spirit of Problem 1’s solution (in fact, it is possible to compute Sj even if Sj−1 has not yet been
computed, and this fact allows for increased parallelism). To represent an array of five float values,
the initial tuplespace could be

[ (0,7.12), (1,3.45), (2,12.77), (3,8.41), (4,6.02) ]

The partial sums for this array are

7.12 10.57 23.34 31.75 37.77

For your convenience, the program array.py is a skeleton program that creates a random array of
100 values.
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